
The work you do is important.
So is the data you manage.

The comprehensive data management engine 
designed to manage all agency programs 
and processes in a single database. The 
user interface is flexible, full-featured and 
modeled after industry-standard software. 
Environmental Health agencies across North 
America rely on Hedgehog every day to gather 
and provide accurate data when they need it.

The disclosure website that allows members 
of the public to search for, and view, the latest 
facility inspection details. The Disclosure 
Site integrates with Hedgehog, and can be 
configured to disclose any facility inspection 
type. Constituents no longer need to use 
your front office staff to access public right-
to-know information. The Disclosure Site can 
also be utilized by the public to submit online 
complaints.

The web-based data sharing framework that 
allows your agency to offer online services 
to regulated businesses. With the Hedgehog 
Portal, regulated facilities can pay fees online, 
process permit renewals online, submit 
online applications for review and approval, 
and much more. The Hedgehog Portal brings 
e-government full circle, and integrates 
seamlessly with the Hedgehog database.

Hedgehog Application Suite
A comprehensive environmental health data management solution.

 INCREASE FIELD PRODUCTIVITY
        Outfit field staff with Tablet PCs equipped with real-time data,        

        electronic inspection forms, and automated inspection scheduling.

 IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY
        Provide online services such as permit renewals, application  

        submissions, and fee payments to regulated businesses.

 USE ACCURATE DATA
         Retrieve real-time data for analytical reporting via ad-hoc queries and      

         powerful reporting tools.

 CHOOSE FLEXIBILITY
        Adopt a solution that grows with your agency and eliminates costly

        custom programming with superior configuration tools.
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    Services
Since 1993, we have been dedicated to serving the needs of our clients. Our 
diverse team of qualified professionals is committed to meeting the changing 
needs of the Environmental Health industry.

Ongoing support services include toll-free telephone support, 24-hour access 
to web-based resources, extensive system documentation, and much more.

Our professional implementation services include Project Management, 
Business Analysis, Data Conversion and Application Training.

    Technology
The Hedgehog Application Suite delivers reliable, cutting-edge technologies.

Hedgehog is an n-tier ‘Smart Client’ application built on the Microsoft .NET 
Framework. ‘Smart Client’ applications are flexible, feature-rich and far exceed 
the capabilities provided by strictly browser-based applications.

 Microsoft .NET Framework

 Microsoft SQL Server Database

 Microsoft Azure Cloud Services

 Active Directory Integration

 Offline Capability

 Role-Based Security

 Google MapsTM Geocoding

 Tablet-enabled InterfaceAbout HEDGEROW
We are a leading provider of 
software solutions for agencies responsible for 
environmental regulation and public safety in 
North America.

With more than 25 years’ experience, our 
industry expertise enables us to provide 
innovative solutions and superior professional 
services to agencies in the United States and 
Canada.

Our solutions enable our clients to make 
better decisions, allocate resources more 
effectively, and take full advantage of the 
information they collect.
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    e-Government
Manage all programs and regulatory processes in a single, consolidated 
database with a data-driven framework that supports e-government and 
encourages standardization and consistency.

Perform scheduled inspections, or follow up on outstanding violations or
complaint investigations from a personalized dashboard.

Take advantage of multi-functional grids that offer powerful, on-demand 
filtering, grouping, and sorting for ad-hoc reporting and data analysis.

Provide online services to regulated business and members of the public.

Streamline Regulatory Processes


